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The transformation 

l c °° fit) l r *° dt 
(l)®f=-PV\ -± * = —lim ~{f(x + t)-f(x-t)} 
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is well known to have the following properties : 

LEMMA L 1 When Kp< oo, then &fis a continuous (bounded) linear 
transformation with both domain and range Lp( — <*> , oo ), and § 2 / = — ƒ. 

LEMMA 2.2 Whenf(t)ÇzLi(— <*>, oo), then §ƒ exists for almost all x in 
( — oo , co ), but does not necessarily belong to Li(a, b), where a, b are arbi
trary numbers(— oo ^a<b^ oo) ; however (l+x2)~1\ &f\qÇzLi(— oo , co) 
when 0<q<l. When f and ^f belong to Li(— oo , oo), then § 2 / = —ƒ. 

The case p = 1 appears to present the greatest difficulties. In the 
present note I shall deal with the set of elements ƒ (/)£Li(— oo, oo) 
for which ^p/(E£i( — °° , °o ). In consequence of the lemmas, in this set 
or in Lp( — oo, oo) (1 <£<<*>), §>ƒ has no characteristic values other 
than ±i. We shall start from the sets of characteristic functions and, 
incidentally, from the class $£>p, the theory of which has been de
veloped by E. Hille and J. D. Tamarkin; !QP is the set of functions 
F(z) (z = x+iy) which, for y > 0, are regular and satisfy the inequality 

ƒ 00 

I F(x + iy) \pdx g Mp or | F{z) | ^ M 
- 0 0 

for 0<p< oo or p= oo, respectively, where M depends on F and p 
only.3 By $p we denote the corresponding class defined for y<0, and 
by F(t), G(i) the limit-functions3 (y—>0; x = t) of elements F(z)(~:$èP, 
G(s)G$p. By $p and ®p', respectively, we denote the two sets of 
those limit-functions, and by § p ' +®p the smallest linear manifold 
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